
Update on It Can Happen This 
Year….2022 

 
Note: In a prophecy dated July 01, the Lord told me to re-read Dad’s series “It Could Happen This Year”. 
Following is the prophecy and some notes I’ve compiled whilst reading over the series again. The notes 
are “thoughts” on the subject as well as any additional prophecies I or others received during the re-
reading. God bless you…better to be prepared and not need it than need it and not be prepared. Love 
Stephen and everyone here xxxxxxx.  
 
(prophecy) July 01, 2020—signing of the covenant? 
QUOTE FROM ENDTIME SERIES PART 2: (Jesus speaking:) The signing of the Covenant will be 

open; it will not be a secret to the believers. You will see the writing on the wall, for I will 
make it plain to you. You will not wonder or be mistaken. You will know because My Spirit will 
bear witness‚ and the signing of the Covenant will bear witness. (End of message from Jesus.) 

Don’t worry son, everything is coming along just fine, you are close to us here in the spirit realm, and 
your faith is growing in leaps and bounds. I want you to take a good close look at the statement Jesus 
made above, the one penciled in yellow. It says the believers will know what has happened.  I want 
you to read over the prophecy session you did with your kids and see what is being said there.  
Patience is required right about now, times and events are beginning to unfold and will continue to do 
so right through the next two and a half years. You’ve not said anything that would cause people to 
look the wrong way, so just go slow and think and pray. You do well to keep your eyes on the Word; it 
is a mistake to look any other direction. Go over the tract and see if you are making any outrageous 
statements, I think you’ll find that you are not. Don’t be discouraged, keep digging into the Word, 
that’s what I did when I didn’t understand something, so that’s what you must do, keep digging and 
praying and looking and seeking for signs, and you will see that all things will come together just 
nicely. (Dad) 
 

It Could Happen This Year Series…Update Part 1 
11. ……. But how soon it can get that bad, that's the question. The Lord has come as close as He can to telling us 

without having to tell us exactly, because that's something that He doesn't usually do.--Except He has already 

prophesied exactly how long things are going to take when they get to the End. But how long it's going to take to get 

to the End, that's another question. But I think it's very near. 

 

 12. ……. Even the prophets of doom are trying not to scare the people too much. Even though some talk 

about getting prepared and looking out for hard times, they sort of put it off. They don't seem to have that sense of 
impending doom that it's going to be as soon as I think it will be, because I don't see how the World can hold out 

much longer! The Lord has left it up to us to be the Prophets of Doom! (See "Prophecies for Dad's Healing!" 

Coming Soon, D.V.!) He told us before that He reserved that for us. (See "The Call of David!", ML# 79 and 

"The Message of Jeremiah!", ML# 1337.) Should we forget our calling, even if it means be called fools or doom 

prophets or whatever?  

 

 30. Just honestly viewing World conditions right now, as far as I'm concerned, this is the beginning of the 

End! We just don't know how fast it's going to pick up speed & slide until it really hits bottom & the people begin to 

realize it is the end, & they're then willing to sell their bodies & souls to the Antichrist for food & security, food & 

peace. They've done it time & again throughout history, from the times of Joseph when the Hebrews sold their 



bodies for food & became slaves of the Pharaoh, until the days of the Antichrist when the nations of the World will 

do it again! Well, I just think it's about to happen! And the elites are doing it right now by using the COVID scare to 

destroy food crops and animal related foods….to bring about (Dark) Joseph’s rule and reign.  

 

Has the AC Reign Already Begun? 
 
 31. We've said before that we might have seven, eight, nine or ten years to go. I don't know. But it's looking 

a little shakier all the time. And we've said the Antichrist has got to at least begin his reign seven years before Jesus 

comes, 3-1/2 years before he is all-powerful & the Tribulation begins. So we have conjectured & theorized that he's 

got to take over first & start reigning before the Tribulation can come. Well, the way things are going right now with 

the Soviet Union the world & the mess it's in, & the whole World is in, he could take over in 1992 2022! Things are 

that bad! 

 

 33. (Maria: Could the Antichrist start out by being a very good man?)Some people think Putin is but when 

you take a look at some of the atrocities he’s done in order to gain power, you would think twice.  I don't like to call 

him good, but he could start out as a very wise man, a brilliant man, a genius. He's got to have that supernatural 

genie power & wisdom of Satan in order to solve the problems in the Soviet Union. He's got to have that kind of 

genius & brilliance & wisdom of the Devil to survive what's happening there right now. So let's just theories & say 
that maybe (PUTIN) Yeltsin is it, & therefore his reign has begun. 

 

 35. Let's just say for the purpose of theory that it could be (PUTIN)Yeltsin. I'm not saying it is. (Maria: His 

name is really something!) Yes, it's "yell" & "sin" both!--Ha! But anyhow, what if it was him? Okay, he's got a good 

start. And if things really crash there, he would have to start first by persuading his own people that he's going to 

save them, & do things to start saving them. And if it works there, the rest of the World is going to look on him as a 

superman: "He solved all those problems in the Soviet Union, maybe he could solve our problems too!" 

 

 36. So let's assume that (PUTIN)Yeltsin is the one, & the Lord allows Satan to give him the power to solve 

the situation, that will be a head start. And if he can solve the worst situation in the World today, which is the Soviet 

Union, he'd be smart enough to solve the rest of the World's problems too!--At least they'll think so. Things will get 
so bad that they'll be willing to look to anybody they think can save them, & if he becomes a brilliant genius 

showing supernatural powers, who wouldn't turn to him as a god & even be willing to worship him in the long run? 

 

 37. I'm just theorizing & conjecturing that if it were to be (PUTIN)Yeltsin & all these things would 

suddenly happen, then it could be that the Bible & the prophecies regard that as though his reign has already begun; 

in fact, began last year!(2019)--Which would mean that there's only two-&-a-half years until he'd be supreme! 

Maybe the Prophets & the Lord would consider that his reign began when he was first chosen by Satan to be his 

Antichrist. That could be even two or three years ago, savvy? Whoever it is, in the language of prophecy, his reign 

could have already begun when he was first chosen by the Devil to become the Antichrist, & he could have already 

been ruling behind the scenes. So the crux, "the midst of the week," may come sooner than we anticipate! 

 

 38. Say the World crashes in 19922022, he could arise in power in 19922022 to where he is practically 
worshipped by the World for solving all their problems. So it may be later than we think! I'm just saying "what if" 

the whole World really comes to the end of its rope & crashes economically in 19922022? That is the ideal 

opportunity for the Antichrist to arise, whoever he is, & offer them the solutions & his brilliant supernatural charm, 

power & miracles. He'll call down fire from heaven & all kinds of things!--Mat. 24:24; Rev.13:13,14 

 

 39. It could be that he's already been reigning & directing things! With the ACs taking over as they are, 

& he being their "Supreme Lord," he could have already been reigning from behind the scenes & just waiting 

for his coronation! In other words, he's like a coup plotter, but his hour is not yet come. But what if the World 

crashes in 19922022 & that is his hour to come? He arises with offered "healing in his wings," in a sense, & the 

World, therefore, looks to him as a god to save them! Russia/Putin has been accused by a number of sources of 

having his hand in different elections, also the Brexit, and who knows what else, (France and Germany and 

Italy? Not to mention the USA elections) just like a coup plotter, except on a world scale.  

 

 40. Things could happen so fast, it could happen in 19922022! In a way, you wonder why it hasn't 

happened already with the mess the World's in. But it's going to get really bad & hit bottom before they're willing to 



look up to him for salvation.Covid19 is helping this along quite well But if the Antichrist has, in a sense, been 

plotting & conspiring this whole scene already, & manipulating through his chosen people, the ACs, he's 

already been reigning from behind the scenes! You could certainly easily believe that by the way the ACs are 

taking over! And since he's going to be their "messiah," their "Supreme Lord," who knows but what he's 

already been reigning for the last three years! It may take only another half-a-year for the World to get in such a 

mess that they're willing to proclaim him king!--Or god!  
This is interesting because it also gives the 2022 date:  https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/155103/israeli-rabbi-

reveals-date-of-messiahs-arrival-according-to-kabbalah/ 

 

 

 41. So don't get too assured & count on too much time, in spite of whatever we may have conjectured 

before--which has only been theory & conjecture, an analysis of logic & time. He may have been reigning already 

from behind the scenes, which it certainly looks like, & it's beginning to look like it more all the time, the way the 

ACs are manipulating World finances and Covid and Black lives matter etc. Let's face it, this whole thing is being 

manipulated by them to bring about the Crash so that the World will be willing to receive him!--Whoever he is! 

 

 42. If he's already been reigning from behind the scenes through the ACs taking over the World as they 

have, then 1992 2022 could be his coronation year! Which I presume dad means the mid-way point or 3 and a 

half year period--If they let the World's economy crash clear to the bottom, which could happen the way it's going! 

When the World's hit bottom & there seems no other way, no other hope & everything is a mess--which could be 

1992 2022 as fast as it's going right now--they could present him as the solution, & the World would receive him in 

no time! I'm just trying to show you how it could happen sooner than you think, & sooner than we've expected! 

 

It Could Be Tomorrow! 
 

 43. This is all guesswork & conjecture, but I go a lot by sense & feelings in the Spirit, & they've usually 

been right. And the closer it gets, the more I feel it, & that's the way it looks! The thing is, the way I feel & the way 

things look, the Revelation of the Antichrist & his takeover, & the beginning of the Tribulation, could happen 

in 1992 2022! So, are we ready? Are we doing all we can? 
 

  

 47. If he is alive now & he is the ACs' "Supreme Lord" that they're preparing to present to the World as its 

savior, then they have been preparing the World for him! Which would mean destroying the USA? Which means, 

he & they are already calling the shots from down below! And if he is already calling the shots through the ACs & 

they're already running the World, as we know they are, then he's already running the World, he's already reigning 

through them right now, but secretly! And when they drag the World into such a mess & down to the very bottom, 

maybe in 19922022, it will be the ideal time to reveal him, to introduce him to the World! "Here's the man who can 

solve all your problems, if you'll fall down & worship him & his Image!" But the USA must be put to sleep first 

because Americans would not follow Putin!!?? 

 

 48. I could see how that could easily happen in 1992 2022, if things get bad enough!--And they're certainly 
planning that they will! The ACs are ruling the World right now, & he's ruling the World through them, Can we see 

this? There has been many indications that Putin has been doing just this very thing. so he's already reigning! 

Good night, it certainly looks like he's reigning! The Devil is certainly reigning, as bad as things are, & they're going 

to get worse, they're not going to get better. The way things are going right now, they could hit bottom in 19922022 

& the ACs could reveal him! "Here's the man who can solve all your problems!" And the World would not hesitate 

to fall down & worship him!--Which would be the beginning of the second half of his reign, when he would set up 

the Abomination of Desolation & the Tribulation would begin! 

 

 49. The only thing that remains right now is that it seems from the Scriptures that there has to be a Temple 

in which he can sit and claim that he's God. (2Th.2:3,4.) But who knows? That may be of spiritual significance. 

(Maria: Also, if it's literal, they say the ACs have the Temple materials together, that it wouldn't take them more 
than a few months to put it together.) (See ML #1488:22 [GN Bk.6], 302, Pg.2.) Yes! And I don't think they're going 

to solve that situation between the Jews & the Arabs without forcing Israel Perhaps he breaks that unholy 

Trump/Kushner covenant to comply, & that's what it looks like in the Bible. The Antichrist has to make war on 

Israel & its forces, which means also the U.S. He'll have to use force on Israel before it will submit, & the U.S. will 

https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/155103/israeli-rabbi-reveals-date-of-messiahs-arrival-according-to-kabbalah/
https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/155103/israeli-rabbi-reveals-date-of-messiahs-arrival-according-to-kabbalah/


not let that happen willingly.--They'll go to war to save Israel! 

 

 50. I'll tell you, over half the U.S. Senators are ACs, so they're running the U.S., & they're running the 

World already! Amen and running out of the US when they’ve destroyed it. All they're doing is maneuvering things 

to bring about such a crash that it will hit such a bottom that the World will be willing to receive their "Supreme 

Lord," which could be in 19922022, the way things are going! We were hoping the Lord would give us more time, 
but I'd say 2/ 3-1/2 more years is quite a bit of time! 

 

 52. I'm just trying to bring out that it could be tomorrow! How do you know it's not going to be 1992 2022 

when the World hits bottom & the Antichrist hits top? I say it can happen! I don't think you can show me in the 

Bible that it can't happen in 1992,2022 but I can show you in the Bible that it's possible it can! 

 

Look to the Lord & He Will Sustain You! 
 

 54. May I suggest the possibility that the World Crash could happen in the year 1992, & the Antichrist 

could arise & take over in that year!2022 Maybe the Family will get on the ball & think maybe that's actually 

going to happen! It might help them to serve the Lord a little bit better & make their kids behave a little bit better. 

(Maria: The Lord's already telling us we've got to make some very big changes, become much more geared to 
winning souls than making sales.--Forget such emphasis on support & just trust the Lord! So that in itself shows that 

the Lord is preparing us for the Tribulation, when we may not even be able to get out Videos!) Exactly! Get your 

eyes off of the Dollar signs & the means, & on to the Lord! Just like in our early days, we were simply trusting the 

Lord, we never knew where our support was coming from! 

 

  

It Could Happen This Year Series…Update Part 2 
23. But you talk about the violence of the Roman Empire, the U.S.A. could very well be considered the rightful heir 

to the Roman Empire! And now that the Soviet Union has fallen, the U.S. is the lone superpower still existing. 
Europe is trying to create a superpower, & they are in the process of it, & they will!--But not the way they think. 

Because the only one who could possibly make it work is whom? (Family: The Antichrist.)If Brexit and France’s 

troubles were manipulated by Putin (Daniel 7:8)….could the Europeans be ready to give “their power” to the 

beast.  

 

A Secret Covenant? 
 

 41. Okay, I'll drop the last bomb. What I've just outlined is something you already know. But the shocking 

new thing that came to me is this: We have always said that according to the Bible the Antichrist is to reign for how 

many years? (Family: Seven years.) (Dan.9:27.) And the initiation of his reign is to begin with what? (Family: The 

signing of the Covenant.) A Covenant of some kind, some kind of an agreement or contract with somebody to make 
some kind of peace. 

 

 42. I don't want to get dogmatic about these things, except where we know what it says. It's going to start 

with an agreement, a Covenant And why couldn’t it have been the unholy Trump/Kushner agreement with 

Putin as a secret participant? All 3 are Jews. (Look it up)--that the Bible says! And in the middle of that Seven 

Years, the Antichrist does what? (Family: He breaks it.) He breaks the Covenant, & he puts up an Image that can 

talk--which would be very easy nowadays--& declares he's God, that everybody should worship him, & initiates 

what period of the Last Days? (Family: The Great Tribulation.) 

 

 43. I've always left some room open with you that we did not know when this agreement would begin, but 

we knew that whenever we heard of such an agreement & whenever it did begin, that would begin the Antichrist's 

reign. And whom have we said that the Antichrist would make such an agreement with? (Family: The Jews & the 
Arabs.) Yes, the Jews & the Arabs, but eventually getting the Jews, Christians & Arabs to agree on 

internationalising Jerusalem & all this sort of thing. 

 

 44. But if the Antichrist is going to at least start ruling the World, who is he going to have to make such a 



Covenant with? I'm just trying to get you to think & use your logic. I can't prove it to you, but I'm trying to build a 

case for it here tonight with you. Who's running the World today? (Family: The ACs!) So who does he have to make 

a Covenant with in order to run the World through them? (Family: The ACs.)Not the Palestinians at all…they are 

an afterthought. Whether they agree or not is irrelevant.  

 

 45. We have always said that we don't know whether that's going to be a secret Covenant. Sometimes I've 
said that I don't see how anything that important could be secret. But I'm changing my mind, or the Lord is changing 

it for me. Do you know what I'm beginning to think now?--That it may have already been made, & been secret for 

probably about three years! It’s now 2020 by the time 2022 comes about it would be almost the 3 and a half 

year mark. The Trump/Kushner agreement could have been made when Trump first announced it, 

remember he delayed it a few times for certain reasons which I cannot remember why. (It was the Israeli 

elections) 

 

Collapsing Economies! 
 

 46. The ACs are running the World, & according to their own Protocols … , when they have gotten the 

World ripe for the Antichrist's introduction publicly, to be known to the World, he's to be introduced as their 

"Supreme Lord," a miracle worker, whom the World in its most desperate condition is willing to receive as a World 
dictator, a World superman!--A god! 

 

 49. I've been preaching for the last 20 years that the World is living on borrowed time & borrowed money, 

& that the U.S. government is already broke! "What do you mean broke?" I mean they've got debts so great they will 

never be able to repay them! When you get to where your debts are bigger than you'll ever be able to pay, you go 

into court & you declare bankruptcy! They're so afraid of that word "bankruptcy," they even use the name of the law 

now, "Chapter 11" of the bankruptcy code! Firms get "reorganized under Chapter 11" instead of just going bankrupt! 

 

  

Jeane Dixon's Vision of the Antichrist 
 
 55. … [I]s the Antichrist alive today? (Family: Yes!) According to Jeane Dixon, he was born Maybe…? 

The Antichrist was born in 1962, not necessarily Putin, perhaps Putin was selected then or elected then? back 

in February,1962. She had a revelation of his birth, & in this vision, she was encoiled by this great serpent on her 

bed, naked!--One hot Summer night in Washington, D.C. And in her first book she was saying that he was going to 

be the saviour of the World! This great serpent had encoiled her & looked in her eyes & said he was going to show 

her great wisdom, the "wisdom of the ages," he called it, & that this man was of him. Now how she could be so 

dumb about the Bible & not know the Serpent is Satan, I don't know, but anyhow, I did my best to try to warn her! 

 

  

It Could Happen in 1992! 
 

 58. I've suggested before that it could be a secret Covenant Or the world may not recognize it as The 

Covenant?, but then I've also said, I don't see how that could happen! How could such an important Covenant ever 

have been made secretly & kept a secret? I'll tell you, there's one group of people in the World that could do it, who 

could have made it secretly & kept it a secret all this time!--The ACs! Wouldn't that have been the ideal way for the 

Covenant to have been made, secretly, even perhaps as long as three years ago? And now comes 19922022 & the 

World economy goes crash! It's been crashing all the time, but I think the Lord in His mercy to His people has let it 

go slow. But what if it really takes the final nosedive crash this coming year?  
After holding back the secretive package during two rounds of inconclusive elections in Israel, the Trump 
administration decided to publish it ahead of a third vote in March and let the chips fall where they may, 
several people familiar with the process said….  
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-set-to-release-long-awaited-mideast-peace-package-
seen-as-generous-to-israel/2020/01/28/883e3d50-41d3-11ea-b5fc-eefa848cde99_story.html 
 

 61. The Soviet Union is history! I wouldn't necessarily say the Communist Party is history. It could be the 
head that received the deadly wound, but did live.--Rev.13:3. And it wouldn't take much, I don't think, with the 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-set-to-release-long-awaited-mideast-peace-package-seen-as-generous-to-israel/2020/01/28/883e3d50-41d3-11ea-b5fc-eefa848cde99_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-set-to-release-long-awaited-mideast-peace-package-seen-as-generous-to-israel/2020/01/28/883e3d50-41d3-11ea-b5fc-eefa848cde99_story.html


power of the Antichrist & his supernatural gifts & wisdom of Satan, to revive the whole thing!--Only not just Soviet 

Union-wide, but Worldwide, with the rest of the nations having fallen into collapse! 

 

 62. What if a united Europe doesn't work? They're having a hard enough time trying to put it together now. 

What if it doesn't work? They're supposed to come together in 1992, What if Putin does something big for Europe 

in 2022? that's the big deadline! Right now they're having a conference in Maastricht, a little Dutch town on the 
border of Belgium, to try to settle the final things that are standing in the way of complete European unity.  

 

 63. What if they can't make it? What if that goes crash? What if the economies crash, as they did in the last 

Depression? The economies of North America went crash, & so did the economies of Europe & the rest of the 

World. What have I always said would be the ideal time for the ACs to introduce their "Supreme Lord"? What kind 

of conditions? (Family: Chaos!)--Absolute chaos brought on by the absolute crash of economies & the Russian 

Empire & God knows what all! COVID-19 OF ALL THINGS!!!! 

 

 64. What if the Covenant was made three years ago by the ACs? 2020 plus 2.5=2022.5 minus 

3=2019.5…the year of the Israeli locked elections, and the reason why Trump/Kushner were withholding the 

announcement of their “secret package”. Remember, who do you think is precipitating the Crash? (Family: The 

ACs.) Who do you think brought on the Depression? (Family: The ACs.) They didn't lose money! They were the big 
money boys, the ones who bought up the other businesses when they failed! What if that Covenant was made three 

years ago, & 1992 2022 will be when the World hits bottom & will be ready to worship anybody who will pull them 

out of it & answer their problems, anyone who'll save them? 

 

69. Look how He's opened the door to the Soviet Union & all the other East European countries! We're getting 

thousands of souls saved from there, & hundreds of disciples, believe it or not! We don't have room to bring them 

into our Homes like we used to, so they're now creating their own Homes where we can teach them! Hallelujah! 

(Tongues!) "Hear ye the Words that I have warned thee through the Words of thy father David! Hear these Words! 

Listen! Be thou forewarned!" Hallelujah! TYL! 

 

 70. It could happen in 1992 2022! Can anybody here deny that the Antichrist could initiate his absolute 
monarchy sometime in 1992? 2022 If you don't think it could happen in 1992 2022, show me why! I don't think you 

could prove to me by the Bible that it couldn't! Or the MO letters either, because dad put out so many 

possibilities. I've always been a little this way & that way on that subject because it's hard to tell, & I didn't know 

whether the Covenant was going to be World-famous or secret or what! And this includes the temple being 

built…even in this letter dad again brings out the idea of the temple perhaps being spiritual. When you look at 

Daniel you see that there’s nothing in there about the third temple being built…only that the sacrifice and oblation is 

halted. Dad was inspired to write whole letters about the temple being spiritual or the Mosque.  (What If Series)?  

(Now this is wild) But I brought out once that perhaps the US Embassy in Jerusalem might be where the AC finally 

sits after having defeated the US in one of the wars of the AC…just a thought? Which btw was opened in 2018, 

which btw was before the “secret package” 

 

 71. Sorry to keep you so long tonight, but this is a heavy subject! This is a crucial subject! This could be a 
turning point in our whole ministry! The Lord's already saying He's going to give some of the Family a different 

kind of ministry to different people in the coming year. What if nearly everybody's out of work & almost 

everybody's homeless & hungry? They'll be the ones we'll have to minister to! Who else? 

 

 74. I've found the best thing to do is invest in the Lord's Work! He always pays, He never fails, & that's 

what we're doing! And that's what we're going to keep on doing no matter what happens in 1992! 2022 Even if it 

doesn't come, well, praise God, we'll have a little more time! I like this because all said and done, we are going to 

continue on for the Lord doing what we are doing….but certainly preparing for the worse even if it ends up being 

more time than is being suggested here in this letter, we can’t lose.  

 

The Tribulation May Be Our Best Years! 
 

 75. Some people have gotten such a terrible idea about the Tribulation, & we're going to deal with that in 

one of our next sessions. They think, "Oh, it's going to be impossible then to work for the Lord! We might as well 

quit! Forget it!" Well, I'm going to try to convince you through these studies that that is not what the Bible teaches. 



The Bible does not teach that it's impossible & that you might as well give up! This is especially true when 

considering all the new weapons that were given us…now so long ago. They are real and they work, tried and 

proven. 

 

 79. But don't worry about it! God is with us, the Lord's going to take care of us! Has He ever failed us? 

Hasn't He always taken care of us? Hasn't He always supplied all of our needs? Hasn't He always protected us? 
Hasn't He always made us fruitful & profitable in His service? Do you think He's going to stop now just because the 

Antichrist takes over? He's going to be all the stronger & all the more miraculous & all the more protective & all the 

more providing! It's going to be the worst Tribulation that ever occurred in this World, but it could yet be our best 

years! 

 

 80. I'm sorry if I've given you such a horrible description of those times, but I believe the Lord is going to 

help us to be victorious throughout the Great Tribulation! The religions & religious & the churches, because of their 

worldliness & their worldly structure & everything else are going to be defeated, but the individual Christians who 

really know the Lord, "the people that do know their God" shall do what? (Family: Shall be strong & do exploits!) 

And what else? (Family: Instruct many!) (Dan.11:32,33.) So are we going to keep witnessing? (Family: Yes!) Don't 

worry about it! Praise God! And most importantly we have the tools (spiritual weapons to do the job) The Family 

shouldn’t think that the Lord is waiting for us before the GT begins, He has given us warning after warning…and 

we are His wives to boot!!! Big protection there  

 

 81. We're going to be victorious! The Lord's going to bless us & keep us, protect us & provide for us! 

Amen? Can you believe that? (Family: Amen!) So don't worry about it! Who'd have thought we'd ever be able to 

exist this long? Who'd have thought everything would have gotten as bad as it is now? Who would have thought we 

could even exist in today's conditions? Who would have ever thought we could last 20 years in the face of some of 

the powerful enemies we have, the most powerful in the World, the forces of Satan himself! But we're still here--

safe, sound, peaceful, healthy, well-fed, well-comforted & well-protected! We have everything our hearts could 

desire! 

 

 83. The Lord's let us have this very comfortable & peaceful time before the storm, but do you think that 
means the storm is going to destroy us? Is the Lord able to keep us through the storm or not? Doesn't He need to use 

us during the storm, to gather many others together to Him?--And to explain to the poor dumb church Christians 

what's going on, most of whom expected to be caught away on lovely fleecy clouds & beds of roses before it ever 

happened! To also give us time to prepare with the new/old weapons  

 

 84. Now in our coming classes we'll go through the Bible & see if this can stand the test of Scripture! We'll 

see if we can find some verses that show it could have been a secret Covenant, & it could have happened three years 

ago, whatever it is. Remember this letter was about this year 92..22…go back 3 years and you have 2019 We'll 

search the Scriptures & see if these things could be so! Could it be? Could it happen? Could the Antichrist come into 

full power in 1992 2022? I say it could happen! I don't see anything standing in the way, & I see everything pointing 

that way more & more with every newscast I hear, every paper I read, that we're getting closer to it! And I'll tell you, 

just like the last Great Depression, when the crash finally came, it just plummeted, took a nosedive! 1932 

 

 88. What do you think? It could happen in 1992 2022! That ought to make us really take things more 

seriously & help us to work even harder & faster! Maybe the Family's gotten a little complacent, thinking, "Oh well, 

Grandpa said that we've got another seven years." Well, that was something I conjectured, according to former 

hypotheses. But a hypothesis could be like what the fellow said historical fiction was! He said historical fiction is 

like a bustle: A false tale built upon stern reality! Like the building of the actual 3rd temple…or maybe this will 

come later….the Jews have already made a sacrifice, maybe they are doing that in secret too?? 

 

 90. Some of my tales or interpretations before were merely conjectures, they were guesses or suggestions. 

I've suggested it before, but I didn't see how the Covenant could have been a secret, but I see now! And I'm thinking 

more & more now: How else could things get this far? And how could it be stopped unless he arises soon? Now you 
folks have prayer about it & get things from the Lord about it like you have about a lot of other things! Think about 

it! Pray about it! And we'll study it & see! Amen? God bless you & thank you for your patience. 

 

* * * * * * 



 

You Can Watch It Happen! 
 

(A few days later in Class:) 

 91. It can happen now!--This year!--So dig into your Bible & see if you can find out what's apt to happen 

now! And if you watch CNN, you can see it happen! It's happening!--Things we never dreamed of! Who would have 
ever expected the Soviet Union to collapse & just go out of existence, along with Gorbachev, it looks like!--Unless 

something revives it, & the only one who could possibly revive Communism would be the Antichrist! Which Putin 

did and now Russia is on top of the pile and seems to be manipulating major world events behind-the-scenes. 

 93. This coming year, in North America alone they are closing 21 of their giant automotive plants & laying 

off--or literally firing--76,000 workers!--And IBM, another huge international corporation, is about to do the same 

thing! They say that for every person laid off from one of these large corporations, there is another person thrown 

out of work in smaller companies who render services or supplies to the larger corporations. So the figure of 76,000 

is actually only the tip of the iceberg, & there will probably be more like 152,000 out of work! Now Corona has 

helped bring that figure into the millions. And if you read the rest of what Dad is saying in this letter then what is 

happening now is a thousand times worse. 

 

 97. I was only a lad of about 11 years of age in the last Depression, but I was old enough to read the 
newspaper & hear the news on radio, & this is just exactly the way it began! The news began to be all about the 

latest lay-off, the latest bank failure, the latest business failure. That was the main news!--And that is the main news 

we're hearing about the U.S. now! Only this time it is bigger & worse! And if you ask me, the slowness of it will not 

continue! I believe it's going to be faster, & I just don't see how 1992 2022 can keep from being any less worse than 

1932! 1932 is when it really hit bottom! They called that one the Great Depression--I don't know what they're going 

to name this one!--The "Greater" or the "Greatest" or the "Awfulest"? Maybe they'll call it "Depression 2," but that 

would be a mild name for it! It'll probably be the Worst Depression! Now they are talking about printing more 

money for the people who have lost their jobs???JUST KEEP BLOWING UP THE GREEN PAPER PIG, MAYBE 

ITS TIME TO POINT OUR FINGER AT IT….OR DAD WILL DO IT FROM THE SPIRIT WORLD. 

 

 99. I just cannot see how things can keep on going like they are past '92 22! I have that definite impression 
on my own mind & heart. The Lord doesn't always have to show you pictures. He doesn't always have to give you a 

special vision when you can watch it right on the tele-vision every day! He can just give you a certain conviction in 

your heart. And the latest conviction & impression I've had is that I'm beginning to believe that the ACs have had a 

secret pact with the Antichrist already for three or more years! The ACs are ruling the World, aren't they? Well, who 

do you think they're working for? (Family: The Antichrist!) Of course! He's already ruling behind the scenes! 

 

 100. I hope if I repeat this enough, maybe you'll think & pray about it! Of course, my projections have been 

wrong before, so you can take it for what it's worth. But I just have that feeling that I get about certain things, & 

usually it turns out right. Once in awhile I've been wrong. Even dear Jonah was wrong once, but only because the 

Lord changed His mind because the people changed their ways! (See Jonah 3.) But I don't see any possibility of the 

World changing its ways at this late date! It's getting more wicked & more vile, more violent & worse all the time! I 

don't see how it can last any longer without superhuman help!--And that is what is first to come, according to God's 
Word, this Book that God has given us to tell us all the information we need to know about the Future! 

 

 101. I think it's possible that the Antichrist can not only come out of hiding in 1992 2022, but be introduced 

to the World by the ACs as "The man who can solve your problems!--But he refuses to do it unless you follow his 

plan, & promise to worship him & his Image & take his Mark!"--Probably a computer chip imbedded in your 

forehead or your hand so you can be controlled & used by the System. Everything is already invented! Everything is 

already in place! Everything is all ready for it! Why not 1992 2022? Isn’t this what Corona is all about, vaccines 

with chip implants in them ID2020? Interestingly enough Corona means to “Crown” are the AC’s using Corona to 

bring about his Coronation?  

 

 103. Rothschild, the main economic advisor for the many banks of the financial world, recently gave his 
opinion of what's happening & what to do about the World situation, & he wasn't very optimistic, he was pretty 

gloomy! Why shouldn't he be? He's probably helping it to happen! They're probably deliberately pulling the rug out 

already so these companies will collapse!--So the economies of whole countries will collapse & the countries will 

collapse, like the Soviet Union! Look what they did to the Soviet Union! It can happen all over the World! I'm just 



warning you, Beloved, it can happen now! Maybe bringing back Russia was his big test? They were seeing if he 

could do it….with their help of course? It they weren’t willing to help him then he’d never be able to do it…kind of 

like what the Lord does for us….we get tests all the time, but He’s there to help us along when we call out to him, it 

makes us beholden to him. Except in the end the AC is going to turn on the hand that fed him, whereas we’d never 

do that to our Lover and Husband.  

 
 106. "Ah," you say, "but if '92 22 passes & it doesn't happen, then Dad's a False Prophet!" I'm not saying I 

know it's going to happen in '92, but right now I don't see how it couldn't happen in '92!22 So I'm here to tell you 

that I've come under a greater conviction the last few days, weeks, months & years, but especially in the recent days 

when I see how things are going! I am more & more convinced that it could be in 1992!2022 and why not? 

 

 107. You'll notice I'm being very careful not to say it will be because I haven't had that particular revelation 

yet. But maybe I have! Maybe this is it! Maybe that's why the Lord put this conviction on my heart, that I think it 

can happen in '92 22! Does He always have to give you something supernatural or miraculous to help you to 

believe? That's for little children! You're grown up! As Paul said to the people who were playing around with the 

gifts of the Spirit in Corinth: "When I was a child, I spake as a child, but when I became a man, I put away childish 

things."--1Cor.13:11. You should be mature enough now that you can use your head, your noodle, your own 

spiritual reasoning alongside God's Word to interpret these things & see what's happening & be convinced! And 
that’s all we are doing here with these ideas.  

 

It Could Happen This Year Series…Update Part 3 
 2. Well, it seems that our original inspiration was right to start having refresher classes in Bible Prophecy & 

getting our beads back on the string again regarding the order of Endtime events that are approaching very closely!--

Because now I think they're getting even closer! 

 

NO LONGER A SOVIET UNION! 
 
 4. Something's gotta happen in what used to be called the Soviet Union. It just lost that name. They voted 

out the former Soviet Parliament & admitted that there's no longer a Soviet Union. Gorbachev, who was president, is 

out of a job & doesn't know what he's going to do. Putin needed time to prove his worth?! 

 

STARVATION PRECIPITATED COMMUNIST REVOLUTION OF 1917 
 

 10. When the Russian soldiers came home, there was not only no pay & no place to live--because 

everything was so crowded--but there was also no food! So in order to win the favour of the Russian army, Lenin 

came in preaching "Land & bread!"--that the Communists were going to give them land & bread. The bread was to 

win the soldiers & the people who were starving, & the land was a bribe to try to win the poor people who were 

living like serfs on the huge plantations of the Kulaks, the wealthy landowners who owned thousands of acres that 
the serfs worked on. He said he was going to give them all a piece of land of their own. Well, it all sounded good. 

Especially when people are starving, they'll go for almost anything that offers them food. Now the elites are doing 

the same thing by using COVID to destroy the food…in order to bring on famine in order to bring on their 

Superman. 

 

 11. So the Russian army joined in with the Communists & became the Red Army, & the serfs on the land & 

the big farms got a cut of the harvest. This reminds me of Dad’s letter Serfs, Supers and Superdupers They had 

feudal farms then, big collections of serfs who worked for almost nothing. They were like the sharecroppers of the 

U.S. South. They had to give the biggest share of what they grew & their harvest, etc., to the landowner, who was a 

rich Kulak. The serfs could keep a certain amount for themselves, but they didn't even own the land that their little 

cottages were built on. All they got was a cut out of the harvest, so they were ready to fight for the Reds. And the 
soldiers were all discouraged & defeated, hungry & homeless, so they were ready to fight for the Reds. 

 

IDENTICAL SITUATION DEVELOPING TODAY! 
 

 12. Why did I tell you all that history?--Because history repeats itself! Almost an identical situation is 



developing in the Soviet Union World right now. In spite of all the promises of Communism, very few of the people 

were ever given any land at all. Instead of that, the Communists organized them into collectives, where again they 

worked just like slaves on the very land that they had tilled before, or sometimes they moved them someplace else 

under the Red dictatorship. The USA has become communist. Trump is doing the bidding of the communist elites. 

And maybe we will see the big farms getting divvied up like in the past communist era.  

 

It Could Happen This Year Series…Update Part 4 
 

THE LORD LOVES A MYSTERY! 
 

 54. (Reads:) "Therefore we felt it appropriate to include this precious saint's thinking on the Great 

Tribulation here at the beginning of 1992."--He's talking about Corrie Ten Boom, the famous Dutch missionary who 

survived Nazi concentration camps. She was a believer in the Tribulation too & they include an article of hers here. 

Now let's jump to the last page. There's a little section here (from James Mckeever) entitled, "Personally from 

James." He gives this personal word at the end of the magazine. God bless him! I believe he's a real prophet. I may 
not agree with everything he does & everything he prophesies. I don't know, I haven't seen it & read it all. But so far 

I haven't found anything too far off the track. 

 

 55. (Reads:) "As I prayed about 1992, the Lord showed me some things about the entire timeframe from '92 

to '94." It shows that the Lord speaks to him like He does to me sometimes--in riddles, conundrums, mysteries, 

puzzles, code! The Lord likes mysteries, He likes puzzles too! Don't you kids like puzzles & games? You never 

know just how things are going to come out. The Lord likes them too. He likes to just give you little hints, a little 

sign here or a little evidence there, just a little something sometimes. All He said to me about that war in Yugoslavia 

was, "It's the ACs." So then I had to stop & figure out why could it be the ACs? (See "The Yugoslavia Revelation!" 

ML #2735.) And that’s all we are doing here….trying to figure out the conundrum.  

 

 56. (Reads:) "He spoke to me in a different way than He usually does. He is usually more direct, but this 
time He spoke in symbols."--I've had this happen too. "He showed me that the three years in question are..." The 

Lord spoke to him & guess what He said? As it was for Daniel, a puzzle to him, it was written….not for then but for 

now…. 

 

1992…2022--A YEAR OF GAS & VAPOR! RISE OF THE AC 
 

 60. In that kind of a mood, when they see & find out that things are a lot worse than they told them & were 

willing to tell them, & that it's all cover-up, lies, false prophecies, & they're being lied to, deceived, who do you 

think they're going to be ready for?--Somebody who can prove his "truth," can prove by his miracles, signs, 

wonders, fire from Heaven & all the rest, that he can save them!--The AC! And even that, of course, will eventually 

be gas & vapour.--Lies!--"Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power & signs & lying 
wonders!"--2Th.2:9. 

 

 61. But he's very convincing, because of his miracles, signs & wonders, his brilliant genius intellect! 

"Look, hasn't he solved our financial problem? Hasn't he solved the problems with the monetary system & given us 

these chips in our foreheads & our hands & all kinds of things?" Well, that will come after the beginning of the 

Tribulation, but it's all a part of the scheme & they're getting ready for it & they're prepared for it! Chips are already 

on the table.  

 

 

1993…2023--A YEAR OF FIRE! 
 
 64. I'll just read what McKeever says about these other two years for you now. Here's what God said to this 

good, dear prophet whom I have faith in. You say, "What's the matter, Dad? Can't you get it any more? Are you 

having to go to some other prophet?" Well, in Bible times they had lots of prophets, & they confirmed each other. 

They all agreed, except the false prophets, & it was that much more confirmation & proof that it was true! I have 

faith in this man McKeever. I believe he's a good man & a faithful prophet! And I believe God has spoken to him. 



Maybe I'll get the interpretation of what it means. Maybe he just got this much, & I'll get the details, just like I'm 

telling you now. 

 

 65. He called 1993 a year of fire! What's the first kind of fire you think about? Atomic War? We know 

from the Bible that the ten kings finally yield their power to the Beast, & then they all turn on the Whore & destroy 

her with fire! (Rev.17:16.) He knows he's going to have to fight'm sooner or later. If they won't join, lick'm! Fire! 
He won't be able to take over the World unless he conquers the only remaining Superpower, the U.S., & if he can't 

persuade'm to join, then he's going to have to lick'm! 

 

 66. Well, I don't want to scare people, I don't want a panic, so if it's not going to be as bad or as strong as 

Atomic War, I wrote on here, "Persecutions?" Even if there's not an Atomic War, there's already beginning to be 

heavy persecution. Look how we've been persecuted!--And others like the Jehovah's Witnesses have been too. You 

can't help admiring them for their perseverance & their bravery & their courage, the way they have suffered 

persecution! Hundreds of them were put in jail in Russia. They've been suffering that kind of persecution for years, 

because their movement is a lot older than ours. They think nothing of it, they accept it! Why should we tremble & 

fear & be terrorized by the thought of being persecuted? 

 

1994….2024--A YEAR OF ICE! 
 

 68. McKeever called 1994 a year of ice! What in the World could that mean? You think about it. Ask the 

Lord to speak to your heart. Maybe you've got a better idea than I do. When there's ice, what happens? Things do 

what? (Family: Freeze. Die.) They freeze & they die. Frankly, I don't necessarily think all of these are literal--

although an Atomic War sure would be fire, & a political campaign sure is a lot of gas & vapour. I'm asking you, 

give me your ideas! What happens when everything is ice & frozen. (Family: Could it signify a lack of a witness?) 

Cold spiritually. Well, I don't think the World is ever going to be without our witness. There's no point in the Lord 

leaving us here if we can't witness!--Although there is certainly going to be a lot less. 

 

 69. Year of ice! Your guess is as good as mine! (Peter: Matthew 24:12 says, "Because iniquity shall 

abound, the love of many shall wax cold.") That's a good one! That sort of goes along with what you just said about 
a lack of witness. There may not be as much fire, as much witnessing, the church is growing cold. This one seems to 

be over long ago, even The Family grew cold and become more inclined to CTP….or? 

 

 

 71. Well, it can be all of these things you're saying. It's going to be a frozen, cold, hard government--no 

mercy, no warmth--& things are going to pretty well freeze. Some might even suggest, well, according to 1993, 

Year of Fire, maybe the global warming is going to happen faster than we think. Maybe it's going to happen by 

1993! Maybe it'll start happening somehow. They also say there'll be worldwide winter if there's an atomic fire 

or a nuclear war, & everything will freeze. Think of that! 

 

 72. So you can keep thinking & praying about it & probably think of more things. There's already a lot of 

gas & vapour escaping that's polluting the atmosphere. Maybe you could say the gas & vapour is the exhaust fumes 
that are going to get so bad next year! Maybe 1993, the Year of Fire, is the Atomic War, or maybe it's persecution, 

or there are a lot of things it could be significant of. The Year of Ice, well, we've already surmised a number of 

different things right here. I'll finish reading his little article. 

SUMMARY: 

2022—HOT AIR AND VAPOR—PEOPLE TIRED OF POLITICIANS…AC RISES TO POWER 

2023—FIRE—1. NUCLEAR WAR  2. PERSECUTION 

2024—ICE—1. LACK OF WITNESS 2. HEARTS GROWING COLD 3. FREEZE AFTER NUCLEAR 

WAR  

 

THE U.S. ECONOMY & FDR! 
 
 73. (Reads:) "As I meditated upon this, the Lord showed me that the events of the end of this age will begin 

to heat up & to occur much faster than they have in times past & will become much more violent than they have 

been before." You don't need to hear what James McKeever says to see & believe that, just watch the news! The 

world is looking at total collapse and the elites seem to be pushing for it this year, 2020….and it seems will keep 



pushing for the next 2 and a half years from now and we will see.  

 

 74. (Reads:) "We need to continue to pray about what preparation the Lord would have us make for the 

end of this age. I believe we should give particular attention to what we can do to help others & not just provide for 

ourselves & our own families." We're already helping others, millions of others around the World! 

 
 75. (Reads:) "Also we need to be much in prayer about the elections in the U.S. in 1992, Let’s see what 

happens this year, 2020, maybe it will play apart in what the AC decides to do in 2022?  predominantly for the 

Presidential race, which unless something drastic happens, looks as if Bush will be reelected." Well, when 

McKeever wrote this, that may have been the way it looked, but right now, some observers are beginning to doubt 

that that could happen unless Bush changes his wicked ways & pays a little more attention to his own country & 

stops associating with just rich people & captains of industry, & pays more attention to the homeless & the jobless & 

the hungry! 

AC & THE DOME OF THE ROCK! 
 

 85. Okay, are you convinced? (Family: Yes Sir!) Sorry we didn't get to read the rest of Matthew 24, but you 

can read it on your own, you know what it says. Then shall come Great Tribulation, the greatest tribulation the 

World has ever known.--And neither shall there ever be such a great Tribulation again. (Mat.24:21) When? When 
does He say it starts? (Family: "When ye shall see the Abomination of Desolation stand in the holy place."--

Mat.24:15.) There really are only two definite signs that Jesus gave us that would give us solid indication as to 

where we are on the end time timetable. Matthew 24:15….the revelation of the AC, which seems to be connected to 

the daily sacrifice and Revelation 13: 16-18….and his famous mark. What the holy place means, well even dad was 

torn on that subject…see “What If” series.  

 

 86. You say, "But they've gotta have the Temple first! The AC's gotta sit in the Temple & the Jews have 

gotta rebuild the Temple! Doesn't that give us at least nine months?" Well, what if he decides that the Moslem 

Temple will be better? After all, that's where the altar is, the stone on which Abraham laid Isaac. They've got a 

beautiful Temple there, the Dome of the Rock. What if the AC decides to use that Temple? Why not? It's already 

there. It's already got an altar!--The old Temple altar! 
30. MAYBE THE COVENANT WAS SIGNED SECRETLY IN '82 & THE ANTICHRIST IS RULING 

SECRETLY BEHIND THE SCENES & THE JEWS ARE SACRIFICING BEHIND CLOSED DOORS! 

(What If? Part 1 [#2211_1]) 

 

 

A GUT FEELING ABOUT 1992! 
 

 92. Like McKeever said, he doesn't know what the Lord meant about this gas, fire & ice. I get things from 

the Lord like that sometimes too. Sometimes I just have a strong conviction about something. The Lord doesn't 

always have to tell me in so many words, or a sight or a sign or by my cracking my Bible & finding a Scripture. 

We've done all those things many times before. Maybe the Lord can give you the point & get it across to you 

without going through all that. Maybe He can do it even better & quicker & show you, convince you & convict you 
that that's what's going to happen! 

 

 93. Some people call it a gut feeling. "Out of thy belly shall flow rivers of living water."--Jn.7:38. I don't 

know if you ever noticed it or not, but those gifts of God that are vocal, like prophecy, often seem to come from here 

in the middle of your body. It's not just your stomach & your bowels, but it's your solar plexus. Gut feelings were for 

dad, he was the prophet for that time; and the things he was feeling back then could be for us now. And 

now…according to the new/old wine we are to come to the Lord about our gut feelings to know specifically what 

His will is. We have the gift of hearing from Him about everything. 

 

 94. But maybe God doesn't always have to give you a bellyache to show you something, & He doesn't have 

to have you spoutin' off at the mouth to show you something. Don't get me wrong, nobody loves tongues, 
interpretations, prophecy & manifestations of the gifts of the Spirit any more than I do! But I've found out that 

sometimes God can show me things some other way without all that--with an inner conviction, a certain mind set. 

Whatever way He wants to use to show me things is all right with me. 

 



 95. Hallelujah! TYJ! PYL! (Tongues) "True are these Words that I have given to your father!" He gives me 

a gut feeling that this is the way it's going to be! And I have a gut feeling about 1992 and all I’m trying to do is to 

find out through listening to the Lord if dear Dad’s gut feeling was for now….2022 because it obviously 

wasn’t for then…1992, that this is going to be the worst year the World has ever had so far, with worse years to 

come! Whether it's the beginning of the Tribulation or whatever it is, this is it! To be honest this world is old and 

worn out and I’d like to see this all end. At the rate things are moving now, if the AC doesn’t come soon then there 
won’t be much left to save. 

 

MORE FROM “WHAT IF” SERIES: 

 32. PAUL SAYS, "THEN SHALL THAT MAN OF SIN BE REVEALED." (2Th.2:3,8)--When? Who? 

The one who "sitteth in the Temple of God saying that he is God," right? Well, that sounds like he's not revealed 

until he does that. That's been a long controversial point with interpreters of Bible prophecy for a long time, whether 

the man of sin is revealed at the beginning of his reign or he's not truly revealed until the Abomination of Desolation 

is set up! 

 33. I'VE GIVEN THE ALTERNATIVES ON THAT. I've said we don't know whether it means when he 

begins reigning he'll be revealed, or he won't be revealed until the beginning of the Tribulation when he sits himself 

down on the throne in the Temple of God saying that he is God! What if it turns out the Mosque of Omar is the 

Temple they're talking about? 
(What If? Part 1 [#2211_1]) 

 

35. IT DOESN'T SAY IT HAS TO BE A JEWISH TEMPLE, THAT'S OUR INTERPRETATION, it just says that 

"he sitteth in the Temple of God as God saying that he is God." Isn't the Mosque of Omar the Temple of God? 

Doesn't the whole Arab World, the entire Moslem World consider it the Temple of God? It's one of their most 

hallowed temples of God, one of the most sacred mosques, & it's the only mosque which is sacred to both Arabs & 

Jews & Christians, the only one in which all their faiths unite under Father Abraham! It was the worshipping place 

of Abraham, it was the altar of the Temple & it is today the sacred hallowed Dome of the Rock, the Mosque of 

Omar! Year of Fire 2023 

(What If? Part 1 [#2211_1]) 

 
37. (MARIA: OR YOU SUGGESTED MAYBE THEY ARE ALREADY SACRIFICING IN SECRET SOME 

WAY.) Maybe they are, who knows? You take all those masonic temples, they've got all kinds of secret rites inside 

them. Maybe in Israel some place they've already started animal sacrifice! However, there's nothing they'd like 

better than to move it to Abraham's rock, the former altar of the Temple! That is established fact, that that was the 

altar of the Temple! That's history, that was the altar of the Temple. It's got a place for the fire for the sacrificial 

offering & channels for blood to drain off, the place where they slaughtered the animals. 

(What If? Part 1 [#2211_1]) 

 

48. THE ONLY THING THAT REALLY SEEMS TO CONTRADICT THE IDEA OF THE TRIBULATION 

BEGINNING IMMEDIATELY IS OUR THEORY THAT THE TEMPLE HAS TO BE REBUILT in order to start 

sacrificing, so he can stop the sacrifices. But what if that is wrong? The Bible doesn't actually say they're going to 

rebuild the Temple. It just speaks of the Holy Place, & it does speak of him sitting in the Temple as God claiming 
that he is God, right? 

 49. BUT WHAT TEMPLE? There's already a Temple on Mount Moriah covering the very stone on which 

they want to sacrifice, which used to be the altar of the Temple! What if they don't take time to rebuild the Temple? 

What if they just grab that Mosque of Omar from the Arabs & say, "We'll confiscate it, & we have a right to it 

because it covers our rock, our sacred altar" & blah blah! This would bring on the fire of 2023 

 50. ANYTHING'S POSSIBLE! Where you don't have the exact Scriptures you can theorize all you want! 

But what if that's true? What if it's secret & he's already operating, which he must be, & what if at the last minute the 

Jews decide to grab the Mosque of Omar & start sacrificing on the rock? That could happen at any time, any 

moment! 

 52. HART SUGGESTED THAT MAYBE THIS EXPRESSION "THE END OF DESOLATIONS" 

COVERS THE WHOLE 7-YEAR-PERIOD, not just the beginning of the Tribulation. I've always interpreted the 
"70-Year Prophecy" that I was going to die before the Tribulation, & the Tribulation would begin in '89. But he said, 

"Maybe that "end of desolations" means not just the Tribulation period, but the whole 7 Years"? 

 53. WELL, I HAD TO WRITE HIM A LETTER TO EXPLAIN THAT THAT WAS IMPOSSIBLE, 

because in the Bible the period of desolations is always related to the period of the Tribulation. That's the period of 



desolations, & the Tribulation is related to that word "desolation" throughout all the Bible. It's the period of the 

Tribulation, the period of desolations. He was trying to postpone the Tribulation, that's what he was trying to do!--

Ha! He thought maybe he could give us another three-&-a-half years!--Ha!--That maybe the Antichrist wouldn't 

begin his seven-year-rule until 1989 & then the Tribulation would start 3-1/2 years later!--Ha! That’s exactly 

what I was doing when I first went over the “It Could Happen Now” series. Interestingly enough..1989 also 

corresponds with 2019 plus 3.5 years which equals sometime in 2022 
(What If? Part 1 [#2211_1]) 

The “What If” series is wonderful and yet mysterious, well worth re-reading. Regarding the 70 year prophecy puzzle 

that is also there which has always been a conundrum for many people and for dad too.  

Fwiw if you follow this link there’s a blog I did on the 70 year prophecy that may shine some light on this 

conundrum; nothing so revelatory, but I think it does help see things in a 2020 perspective. https://mystical-

bible.com/70-year-prophecy-of-the-end/ 

GBY, I think I’ve said enough on this subject. Bottom line is we still have to wait and see. But we here are preparing 

for 2022 and if after that there’s still more time then PTL, we’ll only be disappointed because the world still has to 

suffer all man’s foolishness longer. xxxx 
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